


Protect and Decorate 
your Boat

anywhere in the world.



PIACERE CROCIERA MULTISCAFO GRANDI BARCHE

LEISURE CRUISING MULTIHULL YACHTING

LOISIRS CROISIÈRE MULTICOQUE GRANDS BATEAUX

RECREATIVO CRUCERO MULTICASCO BARCOS GRANDES

FREIZEITBOOTE SEGELYACHTEN KATAMARAN MOTORBOOTE



References in SAILING: 

Alubat - Alliaura Marine - Allures - Amel |  
Bavaria - Beneteau  | CNB - CRANCHI | Delher - 
Del Pardo - Dufour  | Fountaine Pajot | Hanse | 
 Jeanneau | Jeanneau Yacht - Lagoon | Monte 
Carlo Yacht | Ocqueteau - Prestige Yacht | Rhéa 
Marine - Rodman | Tempest - Eagle - Highfield | 
 White Shark  |  ... 

References outside SAILING: 

Outdoor Habitat: Yourte Française, Nipahut, Bio 
Habitat, Perret | Furniture: Egoparis, Extremis, 
Fermob, Vlaemynck | Mobile equipment:  
Toutiterre | Luxury Cruising: Le Ponant

SPRAY  PROTECTION

COLD
PROTECTION

MOORING 
PROTECTION



Alongside the most
notable brands in
sailing, since our 
creation..
Partner to the largest international rental
fleets, NV outfits Sunsail, Moorings,  
Kiriacoulis, Dream Yacht Charter, …

Focused on customer needs in  
“multibrand” products, NV is also  
present in specialist European retailers 
for original and after-market equipment.

SUN
PROTECTION



Expertise in
Industrial Customisation.

Each project is designed to take
account of the environment and
the ergonomics of movement onboard,
and the functional needs and
purpose of the boat.

CAD and virtual reality are
used to refine the design,
innovate and ensure perfect
accuracy in terms of the model
and the style.

Production is organised to
meet worldwide demand from
manufacturers and specific
boat builders.

NV provides each of them with technical
support, reliable deadlines and
qualified after-sales with traceability
of the arches and covers manufactured
in our workshops in western France.

Services specific
to each project:

Customised logistics solutions
to meet the specific needs of
our international customers.

Flexible materials workshop:
several production lines, harmony

in colours, to reveal the personality
of your boat.

Mechanics workshop:
welding, polishing, cutting, bending…

External Logistics Platform:
Storage of raw materials and 

finished products before
shipping.



NEW PRODUCTS/YEAR
500 

PRODUCTS/YEAR
15 000

150 PEOPLEOF EXPERIENCE

YEARS

RESPONSIBLE PARTNER

Products change to suit the practices
and needs of boat owners. NV works 
tirelessly to provide satisfaction to all its 
customers.

Services
for the end-user
 A multilingual website (4 languages)

We share your priority: for 
boat owners’ satisfaction.

with a full technical database of  
documentation.

 Multi-channel customer service
(website, social media, shows) to
answer customers’ questions and 
guide them to you.

 A NV sailors Community to keep in 
touch, and understand customers’
experience and expectations.

Services by NV

3D Design
A design office to model each project
in 3D and design for your targets and 
markets.

Technical Support
Instruction manuals, installation 
guides, tutorials on line. We do our 
utmost to ensure you and your 
customers can install and use our
equipment.

Product Parts
Replacement parts are available as 
part of the product range available in 
the catalogue to remain consistent 
with the original design. Valid only for 
NV products, to ensure traceability.

Spare Parts
A complete catalogue of spare parts. 
Spare parts kits available.

Customized Logistics
to deliver on time on all continents.

Guaranteed NV original:
Quality - Safety - Traceability
to protect our know-how and 
respond quickly to our customers.
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Second hand boats
Aftermarket equipment, original  
NV equipment, to provide more value 
and comfort for your boat.

Multibrand retailers,
Sailmakers & upholsterers, 
Maintenance

Boat Design
OEM equipment designed with
the boatyard for the launch of
a new version.

Builders

New boats
Equipment for boat 
owners.

Retailers

Rental Boats
Equipment specifically designed 
according to use, frequency of use 
and the rate of user rotation.

Rental fleets Accessories and
standard equipment
Comfort on board - practical, ingenious 
equipment, for sailing.

Specialist shops

www.nvequipment.com
en VendéeMADE IN FRANCE

At every stage in the life of a boat,
NV is at your service.

FOLLOW NV,
Sailing advice and experience:

a shared passion.


